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Abstract— The paper proposes an extension of the Static Data
Flow Structure model (SDFS) that simulates the influence of the
control path elements on the data path. One of the shortcomings
of the SDFS is the lack of non-deterministic data path execution,
which makes it difficult to model real-life examples of hardware
that often rely on choice. Several additional elements are intro-
duced in this paper to resolve this issue, and the method for
verification of the extended SDFS models is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, the asynchronous circuits described using a
high-level hardware description language such as Verilog or
VHDL are decomposed into two parts for the purpose of
analysis and optimisaton: the data path and the control path.
Such separation is required because the goals for these paths
are often different: the control path is optimised for low
latency and size, while the data path is optimised for power
consumption and security. The synthesis and analysis of the
control path is well supported by tools such as Petrify [1], but
the theory and tools for the data path are lacking.

Representing the complex system of handshake elements
that constitute an asynchronous circuit datapath in a way
not only intelligible to the designer, but also amenable to
automated analysis and verification is a daunting task. The
Static Data Flow Structure (SDFS) model proposed in [9]
is a flexible and elegant way of achieving both the visual
comprehensibility and robust verification mechanism. This
paper builds on the work presented in [9] in an attempt to
expand the class of asynchronous circuits that can be described
using SDFS.

II. STATIC DATA FLOW STRUCTURES
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Fig. 1. A simple SDFS

The static data flow structures (SDFS), introduced infor-
mally in [10] and refined in [9], are a high-level model for
asynchronous data path that is as an equivalent to register
transfer level (RTL) in synchronous design. The marking of
the SDFS and the token game semantics are closely related
to the architecture of the asynchronous data path, e.g. the

propagation of tokens through the SDFS can be associated
with the propagation of “request” signals, while removal of the
tokens can be associated with the reception of “acknowledge”
signals.

Definition 1: An SDFS [9] is a directed graph G =
〈V,E,D, M0〉, where V is a set of vertices (or nodes), E ⊆
V × V is a set of edges denoting the flow relation, D is a
semantic domain of data values and M0 is an initial marking
of the graph. There is an edge between nodes x ⊆ V and
y ⊆ V iff (x, y) ∈ E. There are two types of vertices
with different semantics: registers R and combinational logic
nodes L, R ∪ L = V . The registers can contain tokens,
thus defining the marking M of an SDFS. The tokens can be
associated with data values from the semantic domain D. The
marking of an SDFS may evolve by firing, which is a process
of marking the registers with tokens or removing the tokens
from the registers according to the firing rules. Several sets of
firing rules are defined in [9] that assign different semantics
to the token propagation process. A graphical representation
of a simple SDFS is shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the
combinational logic nodes are shown as boxes, either filled or
empty according to the evaluation state, and the register nodes
are shown as boxes with two vertical lines. A token is shown
as a filled circle.

A. Problematic case
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Fig. 2. Deterministic behaviour limits the flexibility of SDFS

Consider an example shown in Figure 2. The data that
comes into this section of the data path may need to be pro-
cessed via two alternative computation paths, one significantly
slower than the other. If this situation is modelled using plain
SDFS, both paths will start executing the computation simulta-
neously. Although the faster result can be output immediately
by making the join element early propagative (EPE), in order
to start the next wave of the computation the execution of the
slower path still needs to be completed. If a more complex
token game, such as counterflow, were used in the pipeline,
then the execution of the slower path could be interrupted.
However, it is very likely that in the modelled system only
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one path is enabled at a time, and the computation in the
other branch should not start at all. Hence, it is impossible to
produce the expected behaviour using the SDFS model.

III. DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

To resolve the limitation explained in Section II-A, it is nec-
essary to introduce elements that would model the influence of
the control path on the underlying data path. These elements
are called dynamic, because they modify the otherwise static,
or deterministic, execution flow of the model. To model the
activity of the control signals, it is necessary to introduce a
new class of tokens, called control tokens, that would represent
the propagation of the control signals in a way similar to
the propagation of data. As opposed to the data tokens, that
represent abstract data items in the SDFS model, the control
tokens need to be associated with the actual data values. In
the scope of this paper, only 2 values are used, depicted as

-token and -token.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the Control node

A. Control

The Control node acts similarly to the spread token SDFS
register, with the exception that it propagates control tokens
preserving their values. Note that the Control is allowed to be
connected only to the Push/Pop nodes or to another Control
node.

A Control node is initially in a disabled state. It can be
enabled iff all nodes in its preset are marked with a token. An
enabled node can be marked with a -token if it is enabled,
not yet marked and all nodes in its preset are marked with a

-token, and, similarly, it can be marked with a -token iff all
nodes in its preset are marked with a -token, thus achieving
the propagation of the tokens while preserving their values. A
marked Control node can become disabled iff any of its preset
nodes become unmarked, and the token can be removed from
a disabled node iff none of its preset nodes hold a token.

If a Control node has an empty preset, it is called an external
control node. An external control node is always enabled and
can be marked either with a -token or a -token in a free
choice. A Control node is not allowed to have an empty
postset.

B. Push

Push is an element that, depending on the choice made
by the control, either forwards the data token or destroys
(acknowledges) it. Paired with pop, it can be used to select one
of several possible paths of the data flow. The Push element
is comprised of the three blocks: the outer interface (OI), the
inner interface (II), and the control interface (CI) (Figure 4).
The outer and inner interfaces act as a pair of regular SDFS
registers for the other SDFS nodes, i.e. they can be enabled,

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the Push and Pop nodes

disabled, marked and unmarked; however the marking visible
to its postset and preset nodes is different. If an SDFS node
is in the Push node’s preset, it reads the marking of the outer
interface. If an SDFS node is in the Push node’s postset, it
reads the marking of the inner interface.

The transfer of tokens between the outer and inner interfaces
is governed by a special set of rules, which are as follows. Note
that preset, postset, r-preset, r-postset are defined for the Push
and Pop elements in the same way they are defined for regular
SDFS elements [9].

The OI, II and CI are initially disabled and unmarked. The
OI can become enabled iff all registers in the Push’s preset are
marked and all logic nodes in the Push’s preset are evaluated.
The OI can become marked with a token iff it is enabled, the
II and CI are unmarked, the r-preset of the Push is marked.
OI can become disabled iff any of the registers in the Push’s
preset becomes unmarked or any of the logic nodes in the
Push’s preset becomes reset. The disabled OI can be unmarked
iff the r-preset of the Push is unmarked and the II is marked.

The II can become enabled iff the OI holds a token and
the CI holds a -token. The enabled II can be marked iff the
r-postset of the Push is unmarked.

The CI behaves according to the similar set of rules as a
Control node, with the exception that it can only accept a
token when the OI is marked, and can be unmarked when the
OI is unmarked.

To summarise, the Push element synchronises a data token
on the outer interface with a control token. If the control token
is a -token, it forwards the data token by transferring it into
its inner interface, and then allows the token to be removed
from the outer interface. If the data token is a -token,
it allows the token to be removed from the outer interface
without transferring it into the inner interface.

C. Pop

Pop is an element that, depending on the choice made by the
control, either forwards the data token or produces a dummy
token. Paired with push, it can be used to select one of several
possible execution paths. Its structure is similar to the Push,
but the marking rules are different and are as follows.

The OI, II and CI are initially disabled and unmarked. The
OI can become enabled iff all registers in the Pop’s preset are
marked and all logic nodes in the Pop’s preset are evaluated.
The OI can become marked with a token iff it is enabled, the
II is unmarked, the CI is holds a -token and the r-preset
of the Pop is marked. OI can become disabled iff any of the
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(a) Demux (b) Mux

Fig. 5. Implementation of the multiplexer and demultiplexer using dynamic
components

registers in the Pop’s preset becomes unmarked or any of the
logic nodes in the Pop’s preset becomes reset. The disabled
OI can be unmarked iff the r-preset of the Pop is unmarked
and the II is marked.

The II can become enabled if the OI holds a token and the
CI holds a -token, or if the OI does not hold a token and CI
holds a -token. The enabled II can be marked iff the r-postset
of the Pop is unmarked.

The CI behaves according to the similar set of rules as a
Control node, with the exception that in can only be marked
when the II is unmarked, and can be unmarked when the II is
marked.

To summarise, the Pop element first receives a control token.
If it is a -token, it then synchronises it with a data token on
the outer interface and transfers it into the inner interface. If
the token is a -token, it immediately produces a dummy data
token on the inner interface.

D. Mux and Demux

The multiplexer and demultiplexer are good examples of
how the basic dynamic elements can be used. In Figure 5 (a),
the demux is an element that, depending on the choice made
by the control, forwards a data token from its input to one of its
outputs. This is implemented using Push elements. Depending
on the value of the control token, one of the Push elements
receives a -token and forwards the input token received via
the fork element, and the other one receives a -token and
blocks the token from entering its corresponding data path.

The mux (Figure 5 (b)) is an element that, depending on the
choice made by the control, forwards a data token from one
of its inputs to its output. Mux is implemented using two Pop
elements. Depending on the value of the control token, one of
the Pop elements receives a -token and forwards the input
token to the join element, while the other one receives a -
token and generates a dummy token that is also sent to the join
element, where it is OR-ed with the actual data token resulting
in the propagation of the data from the selected channel.

The combination of these two elements allows us to address
the limitation of the original SDFS model as explained in
Section II-A.

Fig. 6. Elementary cycle examples

IV. VERIFICATION OF THE DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

A. Generalised Petri net mapping technique

Definition 2: A signal is a 4-tuple S = 〈n, s, fset, freset〉,
where n is the symbolic signal name, s is the signal state, fset

and freset are Boolean functions; s can initially be either 0
(low) or 1 (high), and can be changed from 0 to 1 at any time
when fset evaluates to true, and from 1 to 0 at any time when
freset evaluates to true.

A set of signals associated with a single high-level object
obj is called an expansion Eobj . A high-level object that has an
associated expansion is called a source node N. For example, a
source node can be a register R the state of which is described
using two signals: ER = {Smarked, Senabled}.

A source system Syssrc is a set of source nodes. A Petri net
into which the source system is mapped is called a destination
system Sysdst.

1) Circuit Petri Nets: Circuit, or level-based Petri nets [3],
[11], is a class of Petri Nets [6] that best describes systems
comprised of a set of interdependent binary signals. A signal
is represented by an elementary cycle (Figure 6) that consists
of two complementary places: one place has a token when the
signal is high, and the other one when the signal is low. The
places cannot hold tokens simultaneously, which is ensured
by the fact that they are only connected via a number of
“positive” transitions that transfer the token from the negative
place to the positive place, and “negative” transitions that do
the opposite. The transitions are controlled by read arcs [5]
that non-destructively test the presence of tokens in the places
of other cycles, essentially reading the state of other signals.

2) Mapping algorithm: The mapping of the source system
Syssrc into a Petri net Sysdst, is obtained in two steps. First,
for each signal of Syssrc an elementary cycle is added into
Sysdst and its places are labeled in such a way that it is
possible to derive the source node name and signal name from
the label and vice versa. Second, for each elementary cycle the
positive and negative transitions are constructed from fset and
freset by first converting them into disjunctive normal form
(a disjunction of conjunctive clauses), then for each resulting
DNF clause adding correspondingly a positive or a negative
transition between places, and then adding read arcs going
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(a) Control element

(b) Push/Pop element

Fig. 7. Petri net mapping of the dynamic elements

from the transition to places that correspond to the signals
present in DNF clause as literals. For the detailed description
of the algorithm, please see [7].

3) Verification based on the result Petri net mapping: As
soon as the Petri net mapping is constructed, it is passed
to the external tools for verification. When the verification
result is received, it is treated as either successful or failed.
If the verification has failed, the trace of events that lead to
the problematic state, on the Petri net level, is retrieved from
the tool’s output. Since it is possible to determine the high-
level object corresponding to each place, a high-level trace can
be built [7]. All these steps can be carried out transparently
using the Workcraft framework [8]: the Petri net mapping and
verification can be done behind-the-scenes, so the user can
focus on the high-level model. Currently the main tool used
by the Workcraft framework for the verification of Petri nets
is MPSAT, which is based on unfoldings [4].

B. Mapping of the dynamic SDFS elements

To apply the verification method explained in Section IV-A
to the newly proposed elements, it is necessary to define the
set of signals that are to be mapped into elementary Circuit
Petri Net cycles (Figure 6).

For the Control node (Figure 7 (a)), 3 signals are necessary:
the enabling state of the Control node, and the presence of the
control token. Because the control token can carry data, it has
to be represented with more than one signal to encode the
“value” of the token. In the scope of this paper, the control
tokens are allowed to only have 2 different values: 0 and 1, and
thus two signals are enough to encode the value. The token
presence signal can also be encoded using the same signals,
similar to dual-rail encoding: the 00 value means “no token”,
10 means “0-token present”, 01 means “1-token present” and
the value of 11 is not allowed. To build the firing rules that
need to test only for the presence of a token (and do not
care about its value) in the form of Boolean equations an OR
construct is used. This approach also allows to extend the data
domain if need arises simply by adding additional cycles.

For the Push and Pop nodes(Figure 7 (b)), the number
of required signals is higher because they act as a 3-way
node: they accept control tokens, data tokens and can generate
(dummy) data tokens themselves. The signals for the outer and
inner interfaces are the same as for the usual SDFS register:
enabling and marking, and the signals for the control interface
are the same as for the Control node: enabling and 2 signals
for the control token value.

Once the elementary Circuit Petri Net cycles are constructed
for each of the signals, they are ready to be interconnected with
read arcs to impose the firing rules. The rules are explained
informally in Section III, and for the more formal explanation
of the read arcs construction procedure please see [7].

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Several additional elements are introduced in the paper that
extend the SDFS model. The new elements assist in simulation
of the data path behaviour that is non-deterministic and is
dependent on the signals produced by the control path. The
token game rules for the new elements are defined in such
a way that they are compatible with the previously defined
SDFS elements, which allows the new elements to be easily
integrated into the existing SDFS models. A method for verifi-
cation of the extended model is given. The proposed extensions
improve the flexibility and usability of the SDFS, making it
possible to translate a high-level hardware description, written
in language such as Balsa [2], directly into the SDFS model
for verification and analysis. A method for such translation is
the focus of the future work.
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